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Evolving Consumer Demands
• Increasing Data Usage & Higher Speeds
– Appetite for fast, reliable Internet
capability is increasing as customers
move larger files, images and video
– Average usage up 25-40% and peak
period usage up >50%

• Demand for Multi Screen Video
– Attaching more devices to in-home
networks - over 1B Wi-Fi devices by 2017
– Expanding content streamed to
multiple devices
– Improving user interfaces for
discovery and control

FiOS Quantum Gateway & SpeedMatch
• The FiOS Quantum Gateway is Verizon’s
Fastest and Smartest Router
–
–
–
–
–

Enables faster Wi-Fi speeds at greater distances
Capable of download & upload speeds approaching 1 Gbps
Quick & easy set-up and configuration
Greater efficiency for multiple users
WPA2 Wi-Fi security encryption

• Upload Speeds Match Download Speeds,
A New Standard for Fast Internet Service
– SpeedMatch takes gaming, posting & sharing to the next level
– Enables trend to uploading more and more information to the
cloud, sharing of videos and photos, and video chatting
– Upload activity projected to double over next two years
– Free upgrade for current customers (no add’l. charge for new)

FiOS Quantum TV
• FiOS Quantum TV Redefines the Entertainment Experience …
Made Possible by the Powerful FiOS Network
– More Power: Never Miss a Show
 Record up to 12 shows at once
 Record up to 200 hours in HD

– More Control: Live TV Control in Every Room, No More Conflicts
 Control live TV on up to 10 TVs
 Pause, rewind & fast forward live TV in any
room in the home with a STB

– More Devices: Watch Where You Want, When You Want
 Streaming content to computers, phones, tablets . . .
 615+ FiOS channels available & over 95K VOD titles

Verizon Enhanced Communities
Value Program
• Growing Interest by Property Owners & Developers in Buying
Both TV and Internet in Bulk Arrangements
– Leverage buying power for customer discounts
– Differentiate communities with technology as a key element
– Secure access to premium FTTP networks for the future

– Owners and Developers can participate financially
– Strong trend toward Quantum speed Internet

Cox Communication Product and Technology
Multifamily Overview
Vickie Rodgers
Executive Director/General Manager
MDU Strategy and Operations

BROADBAND DRIVERS & TRENDS
Speed, devices, mobility and changing usage patterns
Speed – Still the #1 Purchase Driver
• Ultra-fast broadband gaining momentum, primarily over FTTH; top speeds
featured in marketing claims
• Cox has announced broad deployment of Gigabit speeds, beginning with Phoenix,
Las Vegas and Omaha, and Cox Signature Communities around the country

Devices & Home Networks – The “demarc” has moved into the living room
• Average number of WiFi devices in the home ranges from 6 to 10
• “Connected machines” will drive average connected device penetration to 50 per HH
by 20221
• Cox has a robust broadband device roadmap to meet demand

Mobility – The line between in-home and out-of-home use will continue to blur
• Globally, WiFi hotspots are projected to more than triple in number by 2015
• MSOs are heavily focused on using WiFi hot spots as a differentiator
• Cox WiFi provides access to 300,000 Cable WiFi hotspots nationwide

Shift in How Consumers Use the Internet – Driving changes in the underlying
infrastructure of the Internet
• 56 % of total internet traffic is now OTT video; web surfing is less than 25%
• Consumer hunger for OTT video content is driving significant changes in compression
technologies and the fundamental infrastructure of the internet

The Cox Signature Community Vision
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Current Product Overview
At a minimum, Signature Cox includes Fiber to the MDU , 50Mbps common area Wi-Fi, and 1Gbps enablement
•

1 Gigabit Internet Speed Enabled
– Get a connection with more speed and
the fastest in unit WiFi. Includes gateway
device with 802.11ac WiFi to reach every
corner unit of your apartment
– Cox Security Suite Plus powered by
McAfee®, the most respected name in
protection software. Can keep up to 5
computers safe from spam, hackers,
viruses, spyware and more.

•

Community WiFi Access (50 Meg Speed)
– Encompassing the apartment complex
commons areas, offering you unlimited,
fast access.
– Access to Cox WiFi and CableWiFi giving
you free access to the nation's largest
WiFi network with over 200,000 WiFi
hotspots in the Unites States

•

Premium Video Experiences, including Contour
– 320+ channels, Free HD programming
included
– Contour® includes individual user profiles
and personal show
recommendation engine

•

•

•

Cox Tech Solutions
– Help with usage of most common
software; assistance with the sync of
contacts, email, and calendars.
– Detecting and removing viruses, spyware
and malware
– Computer Tune-Up Service
– Home Network Support
Smart Home
– You control your home security system
with an easy-to-use touchscreen
– Control lights via touchscreen, computer or
smartphone. Program lighting while you’re
away or as soon as you get home.
– Maximize your comfort and save on
heating and cooling bills with
a programmable thermostat control, for
use at home and remotely when you're
away from home.
Crystal Clear Digital Home Phone
– TV Caller ID - See who's calling right on
your TV screen.
– Readable Voice Mails - Never miss
important voice mails and read them from
anywhere
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COX WIFI & CABLE WIFI
Nationwide access to on-the-go WiFi
DESCRIPTION

INITIATIVES

Provides Preferred, Premier, Ultimate and
Gigabit CHSI customers with Metro WiFi
internet access in their home markets and
access to 300K Cable WiFi hotspots across the
US, as a value added service

• Expand Cox WiFi footprint
• Enable Metro WiFi in indoor SMB locations
– CBIG2.0 and SMB WiFi
• Develop Home as a Hotspot solution for
CoxWiFi
• Provide an automatic, seamless and secure
in-network and roaming connectivity via
Passpoint

VALUE PROPOSITION
• Primary focus is centered on being a value
added service for our CHSI subscribers

• Metro Wi-Fi users have a higher NPS than
aware, non-users (+14 vs -11)
• Other business opportunities include similar
benefits to CB customers, mobile network
offload, and domestic/international roaming

“The ability to watch what I want when I want. Especially live sports!”
— Daniel, Emerson College

“Access to shows when I miss them originally.”
— Abby, Emerson College

“The ability to watch TV as it airs.”
— Max, Emerson College

AT&T Roadmap

AT&T added many features over the past year and
will continue to into 2015 to make the customer
experience better and differentiated:
• U-verse Speed Tiers and AT&T GigaPowerSM

• Mobilization: U-verse Anywhere and Interactive Apps
• Intelligent Network Performance
• Differentiated Customer Experience

U-Verse® Speed Tiers and AT&T GigaPowerSM
What is U-verse® with AT&T GigaPowerSM?
A 100% fiber-optic network
• Super-fast speeds up to 1Gbps
• Includes Voice services, enhanced TV, and our best DVR
• Combining super-fast Internet speeds with enhanced TV
services gives you:
–
–
–
–

Our most advanced DVR with a one-terabyte hard drive
Record up to 5 shows and watch in HD at the same time
Up to 330 hours of HD or 900 hours of standard DVR storage
Everything that’s on now or On Demand virtually anywhere on your
computer, smartphone, or tablet

We’re considering up to 100 cities and municipalities across 25 metropolitan areas for the
expansion of our ultra-fast fiber network.

Speeds up to 1 gigabit per second are available to consumers and small businesses in
Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth and surrounding communities.
© 2014 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T and the AT&T logo are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property.

Mobilization: TV Anywhere, Apps, Devices, etc.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 200 live channels launched on the
U-verse App for smartphones and tablets, with
more than 110 channels available to watch
outside the home
My Multiview
SEC Interactive
What’s Trending On Demand
Wearable devices
Healthcare
Connected Car
Digital Life

Network Performance and Customer Experience
1.

Intelligent Network Performance
a)
b)

2.

Moving to an all IP Network over the next 6 years
Proactive testing that finds and fixes a problem before AT&T even hears from
a customer

Differentiated Customer Experience
a)

b)
c)
d)

Easier ways for customers to reach AT&T for help with improved online tools
and fewer call transfers
MyATT App
Social Media forums
Driving toward customer self-install model

Questions?

